1) Copy Agenda
2) Sage N Scribe activity today
3) Any & ALL work due Wed, 5/22
Module vocabulary due as well...

Happy Monday
05/20/19

Spread Your Wings...
It's going to be a Fabulous Week!
Sage N Scribe Activity today:

- sage is wise one
- scribe is write one
- one at a time
- take turns...sage only speaks, scribe only writes...
- person with *birthday* goes first as scribe.
- remember to praise
- okay to correct but be KIND
- no blind following...
1. \( x + 3(x + 4) = 20 \)
   \[
   x + 3x + 12 = 20
   \]
   \[
   4x + 12 = 20
   \]
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   4x &= 8 \\
   x &= 2
   \end{align*}
   \]

2. \( 6(y + 1) + 8 = 32 \)
   \[
   6y + 6 + 8 = 32
   \]
   \[
   6y + 2 = 32
   \]
   \[
   \begin{align*}
   6y &= 30 \\
   y &= 5
   \end{align*}
   \]

Check:
\[
6(5 - 1) + 8 = 32
6 \cdot 4 + 8 = 32
24 + 8 = 32
32 = 32 \checkmark
\]